Program 2018

Time

Monday June 18

Tuesday June 19

Wednesday June 20

Thursday June 21

Friday June 22

08.00 &ndash; 08.45

Breakfast in Villa del Palco

Breakfast in Villa del Palco
Breakfast in Villa del Palco

Summer School

Dilip MOOKHERJEE
Boston University

"Decentralized Targeting of an Agricultural Credit Program in West Bengal: Local Governments versus Private Agents?"

Mookherjee slides
Andrew F. NEWMAN
Boston University
"The Top-Ten Way to Integrate High Schools"
Newman paper

Takashi KUROSAKI
Hitotsubashi University
"Old and New India: A Comparison of Entrepreneurs in Delhi Using Experimental and Non-Experimental Data"
Kurosaki slides

Poster Session

10.15-11.30

Ian COXHEAD
University of Wisconsin, Madison
"Purdah, Dowry and Development in Pakistan"
Coxhead slides
Frederico FINAN

University of California, Berkeley

"Government Decentralization Under Changing State Capacity: Experimental Evidence from Paraguay"

Finan slides

Laura SCHECHTER

University of Wisconsin, Madison

"Supply-and Demand-Side Interventions to Improve Urban Sanitation"

Schechter slides

11.30-12.00

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break
Coffee break

12.00-13.15

Nishith PRAKASH

University of Connecticut

"Gender, Crime and Punishment: Evidence from Women Police Stations in India"

Prakash slides

Claudio FERRAZ

Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro

"Money and Politics: The Effects of Campaign Spending Limits on Political Competition and Incumbency Advantage"

Ferraz slides

Sean HIGGINS (40 min)

University of California, Berkeley

How Debit Cards Enable the Poor to Save More

Marco STIMOLO (20 min)
University of Salerno

"Heads I Win, Tails we Lose. An Experimental Investigation on State-Contingent Trust and Trustworthiness

Poster Session

13.15-14.30

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Summer School

Summer School
Summer School

14.30-15.10

Ayushi BAJAJ (40 min)
Monash University

"Digitization and Demonetization in a Shadow Economy Model;"
Bajaj slides

Giovanna MARCOLONGO (40 min)
Boston University

"Earthquakes and Local Public Procurement: Evidence from Italy;"

Joeri SMITS (40 min)
Harvard University

"Relaxing informational constraints in microentrepreneurs; borrowing decisions: an experiment in Uganda;"

15.10-15.50
Lauren BERQUIST (40 min)
University of Chicago

"Sell Low and Buy High: Arbitrage and Local Price Effects in Kenyan Markets"

Andreas STEGMANN (40 min)
Centro de Estudios Monetarios y Financieros

"Determinants of Anti-Authoritarian Movements: Evidence from Cross-Border Interpersonal Contact in East Germany"

Wouter ZANT (40 min)
VU University, Amsterdam

"Mobile Phones and Mozambique Farmers: Less Asymmetric Information and Increased Trader Competition?"

15.50-16.20

Learning Lab

Coffee break
Coffee break

Coffee break

16.20-17.00

Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO

University of Rome "Tor Vergata"

"Wealth Accounting: a new Frontier for General Equilibrium Modelling?"

Scandizzo slides

Rozenn HOTTE (20 min)

Paris School of Economics

"Assessing the Effects of Education on Women's Wellbeing in Western Africa: Evidence from a New Method"

Dimple KUKREJA (20 min)

Toulouse School of Economics

"Labour Market Shocks and Evolution of Dowry Payments: Evidence from India"
Yeshwas BOGALE (20 min)

Heriot Watt University

"Land Tenure Security, Land Holding and Rural Migration in Ethiopia"

Eduardo CENCI (20 min)

University of Wisconsin, Madison

"Internal Migration and the Spreading of Long-Term Impacts of Historical Immigration in Brazil"

Cenci slides

Noemie ZURLINDEN (20 min)

University of St. Gallen

The Persistent Impact of the Slave Trades on Domestic Violence in Africa

Zurlinden slides

Lidwien SOL (20 min)

Maastricht University

"Ritu Study Protocol: A Randomized Controlled Trial on Breaking down Menstrual Barriers in Bangladesh"
My Minh Chau TRAN (20 min)

Monash University

"The Winter's Tale: Season of Birth and Children's Human Capital in China"

Jordan LOPER (20 min)

Aix- Marseille School of Economics

"Women's Empowerment and Husband's Migration: Evidence from Indonesia"

Loper slides

Rajesh RAMACHANDRAN (20 min)

Goethe and Heidelberg University

"Language, Power and Institutional Change: Evidence from the Reformations"

Serena COCCIOLO (20 min)

Institute for International Economic Studies

Community-Driven Development and the Value of Participation: Experimental Evidence from Bangladesh

Cocciolo slides

Odyssia NG (20 min)
Stanford University

"Unpacking the Gender Profit Gap: Evidence from Micro-Businesses in India;"